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Buil & Gine presents a new way to enjoy our wines: we go to wherever you are for living an experience as if 

you were in the Priorat! It doesn’t matter the knowledge that you have, you will only be responsible for 

preparing the space and the company's desire to have and enjoy a good time... 

 

The wine is culture, entertainment and joy but also effort, work and sacrifice. The wine has been, is and will 

be an essential ingredient of any event, as a part of our life. For this reason, "Tasting at home" combines 

knowledge with fun. 

 

The event is designed for you to learn at the same time that you can enjoy good wine with your friends, 

family, colleagues, etc. We explain the tasting methods, doing a brief introduction to the world of wine and 

finally we will do the tasting of each, doing the sensory analysing. 

 

Aspects to consider... 

 

- Buil & Giné offers a standard tasting of three wines per person. Our proposal begins with a white or 

a rosé, and continues with two red wines.  

- The activity will take approximately one hour, taking into account the interaction of the participants. 

- The professional needs time to prepare and to gather the activity (about 30 minutes before and after 

the activity). 

- The tastings will be conducted with a minimum of 10 persons and maximum of 30 persons, so you 

can enjoy them comfortably. 

- The client will have a range of 10 wines Buil & Gine to choose* 

- The bottles that will be opened during the tasting day will be owned by the customer. 

- Possibility to expand the tasting with a supplement of € 12 per opened bottle. 

- Each tasting will be adapted to customer needs: we customize each event to suit the consumer. 

- Flexible hours: you can ask us. 

- A supplement will be applied by glass if you choose this wines: 

 Pleret Blanc/Negre Dolç: 2€ 

 Pleret: 4€ 

- At the end of the activity you can buy the wine tasted. 

- Payment must be made, at least, two days in advance. 

- If you have quality glasses, we can use yours. But if you want, we can bring it and save you to wash 

it. With an additional charge of 0, 9 € per person and wine tasted. 

- For trips outside the province of Tarragona, see supplements. 

- These types of activities are directed to people over 18 years. 



 

 

    

* * * * wines to choose:wines to choose:wines to choose:wines to choose: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rosé Giné Rosat (DOQ Priorat) 

 Giné Giné (DOQ Priorat) 

 Joan Giné Blanc (DOQ Priorat) 

 Joan Giné (DOQ Priorat) 

 Pleret (DOQ Priorat) 

 17-XI (DO Montsant) 

 Baboix Blanc (DO Montsant) 

 Baboix (DO Montsant) 

 Pleret Negre Dolç (DOQ Priorat) 

 Pleret Blanc Dolç (DOQ Priorat) 

 

 

 

 

Price: 

Tasting at Home:     35 € / person (VAT included) 

Approximate duration:   1-1, 5 hours 

 

 

 


